Municipality of Anchorage
Alaska
PROCLAMATION
WHEREAS, the 501 (c)(3) National Pink Tie Organization (NPTO) with our vision
for every man to wear a pink tie, has a mission to support the fight against
cancer, to raise awareness, educate and empower communities across the
nation about cancer; and
WHEREAS, when Tucson's Executive Chef Isaac was stricken with cancer he
focused on what he loved most, which was cooking and pleasing people with his
magnificent meals, which gave him the love and strength he needed to sustain
his fight, until the cancer eventually took his life; and
WHEREAS, the NPTO has teamed with Chefs Against Cancer with over 400,000
chefs and professional volunteers to provide support to those who are stricken
with cancer by preparing healthy foods that comforts, heals and restores strength
to those who are ill; and
WHEREAS, Isaac's story has motivated a great movement among chefs,
physicians, nutritionists and fitness trainers promoting healthy living and cooking
healthy meals, which inspired the Masters Chefs Care Program, with chefs in
Tucson and now across the nation enjoying fellow chef camaraderie and sharing
new recipes, cutting edge culinary techniques, new trends and tricks to prepare
healthy consommes for healthy lifestyles and to restore strength to those who are
ill; and
WHEREAS, chefs deserve our recognition and appreciation and Isaac's story
has motivated NPTO Chefs across the nation to focus on the joy of preparing
healthy meals and the satisfaction and contentment one feels when finishing a
well-prepared meal; and
NOW, THEREFORE, In Dan Sullivan, Mayor of Anchorage, Alaska, do hereby
proclaim August 16, 2014, as the 2nd Annual

CHEF'S APPRECIATION DAY
IN Anchorage and I join all local residents support the efforts of the National Pink
Tie Organization,
a 501 (c)(3) non-profit organization, for their efforts in
supporting the fight against cancer and I encourage all local citizens to thank our
chefs.
~

MAYOR

